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By Allrf A. Ahmed
Gouernor; Central Bank ol Nlgerla
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the Ta<t of a Speech deltwred at the lggzAnnual Dnner of the
Chartercd Institute of Bankers of Nlgeria at L'Hotel Eko Meridien,
Vlctorla Island, lagos, on 13tt Norrcmber, 1992

The President,
Chartered Instihrte of Bankers
of Nigeria,
Fellows & Members of the
Instihrte,
Dstinguished Guests,
I-adies and Gentiemen.

lferzl highly honoured to be inI vfted once again as Guest
Speaker on the occasion of our
1992 Annr.ral Dnner. The sub
jert rnatterl lrarc chosen to speak
on this erening, The Sto te ol the

Mgerion Economy and the

Alhall A. Ahmed
Caoernor, Centrol funk ol Nlgerlo

the start, let me say that the state
of the Mgerian economy reflects
a mixed bag of both good perfomiance in a number of areas
and unsatisfactory perfurmance

n

table.

BACKGROI.'ND TO THE
ON€OING ECONOMIC
REFORMS
Mr. President, Distinguished
since f986 has not been the
cause of the observed problems ladies and @ntlemen, you may
of the Nigerian economy. Those recall that the story of Nigeria's
who have the tendency to asso- setvere @onomic down-fu m dated
ciate the state of the economy back to 1978 when the intemawith the SAP perhaps expected tional oil market experienced its
that the Programme was a magic first major crisis. However, the
and to sol'.re allthe nation's eco- genesis of our problems should
nomic problems and ensure re- be traced back to the immediate
covery and prosperity almost post-independence years when

in some others. I should also add
that the adoption of the Stuctural
Adjustment Programme (SAP)

Polial Optlong is relarant as it is
the focal point of attention and
sorrp rrpasure of concem.
In deciding to talk about the
state of the Nigerian Economy, I
uns guided by the fact that Ni- overnight. Such people are
gerians are now generally more therefore disillusioned that, rather
reflectite on what go€s on in the than usher in economic proseconomy than in the days of easy penty, SAP appears to har,p
mon€y. Such weborrn danelop brought hardship to the citizens.
rnent dernands thd frcqrent in- Srch thinhng giraes one the impression that Nigerians may haw
ci$ve inforrnation shor#bc
araihble to endble our people so soon forgotten that our
understand why certain pclcy conomy was virtually on the
actions are necessary and some rrcrgc of collapse during the imderelopments ine'uitable: From mediatc pre-SAP ycars. At the

&

risk of boring you, I wish to recapitulate briefly the economic
antecedentswhich made the ongoing economic reforms inevi-

the nation, in the haste to ensure
rapid economic development,
adopted a development strategy
which garre undue prominence
to the role of government, at the
expense of efficiency in resource
allocation and utilization. Thus,
the problem merely reached crisis proportions in t978 and the
early 1980s, when the sudden
collapse of the international oil
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rnarket led to a sharp redirction. economy. It was this awareness
in resources. Unfortunately, which later advised the adoption
rather than trim the grandiose of the SAP which sought to stem
projects in the Third national the imbalances in the economy
Danelopment Plan to reflect the and create the right incentives
short-fall in resources, the os- for efficient and swtainable ecotentatiors consumption pattem nomic growth. As you are aware,
continued unabated. Moreover, the Programme has two broad,
domestic production, especially but inter-related and mutually
in the manufacturing subsector, reinforcing components. The first
was orieiled to import substifu- emphasizes short to mediumtion based on imported raw ma- term macro-economic stabilizaterials.
tion aimed at minimizing the inThe Military Administration in flationary tendencies and
the late 1970's reacted to the achieving a viable balance of
economic crisis by introducing payments position. The second
wide ranging austerity measures, focuses on the elimination of
inchrding tight contols on imports economic distortions in the
and domestic prices and sharp country's production and conreduction in public expenditures sumption pattern in order to
to restrain aggregate demand. encourage self-sustaining ecoWith the temporary favourable nomic growth. I do not need to
danelopments in the oilmarket in giw details of the policy measures
the middle of 1979, thee rnea- and instruments adopted since
sures were, however, relaxed by they are verywell known to you.
the succeeding Civilian Adminis- The most rele'rant issue at this
tration, culminating in fresh point iswhatwe have gained and
rounds of unprecedented and learned from implementing the
unbridled spending. When the Programme.
ol[ prices again tumbled in 1981
as a resr-ilt of a fresh global oil THE STATE OF THE MGE.
glut, the austerity nraws were RIAN ECONOMY
frurtically re-introdrcgd. From
Mr. President, Distinguished
the drmtage of hinddgH, we Ladies and C:entlemen, there is
know that the auteri$ nrotnes, ample evidence that the Nigerian
eren when they were fi.rther in- economy initially responded
tensified by the Military Adminis- positively to the economic rehation which took orer from the forms. Howe'.rer, for a number of
cMlian administration in 1983, r@sons some of which I shall
couH not salr,age the economy highlight later, there have been
because sr.rch demand manage- some slippages recenfly. In conment m@sures did not address trast to the negatire growth rates
the fundamental problems of the recorded in the three years im-
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mediately preceding the adoption of the structuralreform measures, the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) at L984 factor
cost, pickedupin 1988, registeringagrowthrate of 7.0 percent.
The momentum was maintained
up to L99L, with an annual averagegrowth rate of 5.6 per cent
during the period. This improvement was reflected in the
major productive sectors of agriculture, mining and manufacfuring. For instance, agricultural
output rose steadily by 8.3 per
cent in 1987 to 13.6 per cent in
L99L, compared with the negligible growth rate averaging about

1.0 per cent between 1980 and
1985. The major agricultural
export crops which had declined
precipitously until the inception
of the SAP in 1986, also bounced
backwith the liberalization of the
export trade and abolition of the
Commodity Boards in 1986. Industrial output also grew rapidly
since L986, while the rates of
capacity utilization of domestic
manufacturing firms edged up
steadily from 37.1 percent 1985
to about 40 per cent presently.
Following the abrogation of import licensing, reduction of tariffs
on irnported machinery, increased emphasis on local
sourcing of raw materials and
easier access to foreign exchange
resources.

In the area of monetary and
banking developments, the pace

of expansion and structural
changes since the inception of
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the SAP has also been remarkable. The sharp growth in monetary aggregates which was a
common feafure in the pre-SAP
era moderated considerably at
the commencement of the
Programnre.'[he deregulation of
interest rates also engendered
positiw fircloprnents initially by
way of keen competition in the
banking industry, resulting in
improved services and the
adoption of new prodrrcts and
strategies to attract deposits and
encourage savings mobiilization.
However, since 1988 the rapid
expansion in money stock had
resumed due largely to the
method of financing the fiscal
deficits. Also the emerging bank
lending rates after deregulation
har,re been unduly high and in
most cases bear no reasonable
relationship to the cost of funds
and are detrirnental to productive
investment.
In the area of fiscalpolicy, the
main objectir,e of the reforms
was to realign government expenditure with revenue u/h ich was
to be boosted through embarking
on some tax reforms. However,
hdget &ficits hatue grown anen
la,rger mainly because of the intractable problem of htge debt

service. On the other hand,
Gotuernment has made some
progress inthe area of diraestiture
from inr.aestments in direct production through the privati atton/

comrnercialization of some pub
lic enterprises.
In the extemal sector, the
z2

country's balance of payments
position; especially the current
account, has improved significantly since the inception of the
SAP. The suppty of foreign exchange has also recorded marginal improwment, although the
source remains predominantly oil
export eamings. Supply from
autonomous sources, mainly
from non-oil exports has, however, risen from a modest figure
in the immediate pre-SAP period to over US $2 million annmlly since the SAP. Demand
for foreign a<change, on the other

hand, has continued to be unduly
high, putting severe pressure on
the naira exchange rate which
has consequently depreciated
persistently over the years.
The pressure on the domestic
price level has fltrctuated widely
since 1986. From a low of 5.4
per cent in 1986, the inflation
rate rose to a high of 50.5 per

cent

in 1989. It then declined

sharply to 7 .4 per cent in 1990
before edging up again to 13.0
per cent in L991. The main
driving force was the excess liquidity in the economy which
continuously fuelled aggregate
dernand. The sharp depreciation
of the naira exchange rate and
high bank lending rates exacerbated inflationary pressures. With
regard to unemployment, official

figures indicate relative improtuement compared with the
pre-SAP period. However, the
number of unemployed school
leat ers has remained unduly

high.

Thus, on balance, it should be
stated that, for an economy which
was virtually at the brink of total
collapse in 1985, the performance highlighted above rcpresents a significant improvement.
However, the situation has
changed radically recently owing
to domestic and international
economic developments. Following the deregulation of interest rates in January and the unification in March of the official
and parallel market exchange
rates which induced further depreciation in the naira exchange
rate, thedornestic prices of goods
and services were substantially
increased which in many cases
could not be justified by the
change in the exchange rate
policy. The high debt over-hand
has also been a source of continuous pressure. On the international economic scene, the
major problems were the worsening economic situation in the
industrial countries, declining
world commodity prices and exchange rate fluctuations all of
which adversely affected Nigeria
and other developing nations. As
a result of these development;
realeconomic aggregates in Nigeria deviated from the projections during the first h alf of L992.
Domestic output growth declined,
largely as a result of lower agricultural and industrial output. The
balance of payments position
showed a deficit, as against the
expected surplus, while the inflation rate more than doubled
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the 13.0 per cent recorded in rewrtto the regime of shingent
1991.
trade and exchange controls,
what is nep,deA is robr.rst and
THE LINGERING PROB- sustained non-oil export growth.
I..EMS AND CTIAI.I.EITIGES
The abote derrclopments may FUTIJRE PROSPECTS AI{D

I
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engender a feeling of despondency. It might also be convenient
to look for rapegoats. However,
such an attitude is not only
negatiw and unhelpful but also
tends to detract from the need to
identify the challenges and make
one best endeavours to turn the
challenges into opportunities.
There ha'.re been problems with
the implementation of the exchange rate, monetary, fiscal,
trade and pricing policies, as well
as in policy co-ordination generally. Partly because of these, the
restrucfuring of production and
consumption patterns and the
achierrcment of economic recorr
ery ha',re been rather slow. Inflation, unemployment and inadequate capacity utilization harre
also been matters of concem.
The huge debt over-hang is a
serious problem that requires new
initiatirres and strategies. We also
hatue to contend uith an increas-

ingly hostile lntenrational econornic environrnent ftorn which
it has foued cr(nurrry dffffirt
to attract €*tcrnd hrg frd
foreign inruestnent to rpport cr
adustment efforts. Erpn mqe
worrisome is the continued l*gh
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import depen&ncy of the Nigerian economy which SAP ulas
intended to substantally nedtrce.
Since the country cannot now
23

PiOUCY OPTIONS

Mr. President,

Distinguished

Ladies and Crentlemen, the immediate challenge facing us in
our economic management is to
bring the economybackon hack
and thereafter ensure swtainable
economic growth. This implies a
steady rise in per capital income,
employment opportunities, and
reasonable price stability. The
future prospects for realizing
these desimble goals, in my candid
opinion, are intricably tiedto the

continuation of the ongoing
economic reforms. Experience
with structural adjustment
programmes worldwide indicates
that they are difficult and costly
to implement, both in terms of

the short-term economic and
political sacrifices they entail.
These realities have often compelled some people to raise the
issue of alternatirre economic
reform programmes, ranging
from an ultra-marxist position,
where government is expected
to control virtualb a.renTthing, to
m uhra laissez-faire situation
rtrcre the goremment has no
role. In parficular, the most talked
about'altematiws' in this country today appear to favour the
restoration of massir.re go\rernment controls which were in
in the past and had failed
'rogue

woeftrlly. Therefore. advocacy for

their reinstatement, especially in
our context, seerns to me to be
retrogressive and out of touch
with both our historical experience and the present realities.
Indeed, recent developments
world-wide suggest that most
countries now favour replacing
command economies rendered
paralytic by weak administrative
capacities with market-oriented
systems in which prices and private entrepreneurial initiatives
rather than administrative fiat
determine the direction and pattern of investment and production.
There is a need, however, to
fine-tune policies from time to
time, in the light of experience.
Our experience in the past seven
years, for instance, has clearly
shown that a major set-back has
been the persistence of macroeconomic instability. In the years
ahead, serious efforts must be
made not only to keep within
macro€conomic targets, but also
to ensure a high degree of consistency among the variables. The
institutional adjustments for enthroning a more eflechve financial sector must be speedily undertaken. Exchange rate policy
should more than ever before be
used to achieve balance of payrnents viability. Indeed, the medium to long-term objective of
our exchange rate policy should
be to make the FEM self-supporting and e"rentully ensure the
achievement of complete con-
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vertibility for the naira. It must be
stressed that.the exchange rate
reflects the economic condition
of the country in relation to the
rest of the world and any attempt
to fix it arbiharily will pro'.re unsuccessful and unwise ultimately.
The temptation to do so should
therefore be resisted. Similarly,
there isthe need to boost foreign
eamings through export diversification and growth.
Finally, it should be emphasized that the effectiueness ol
macro-economic policies hinges
on the efficient implementation
of policies. Sectoral policy ob

jectives, strategies and measures

sition in our country. I hope the
should therefore be as far as bankng indwtry will continue to
practicable consistent with and make positive contributions to
complernentary to the macro- the development of the Nigerian
economic policy framework. economy in the years ahead. But,
Economic efficiency through in- individually, we should continusistence on cost recovery should ously ask ourselves whether we
be emphasized, while inefficien- are making such contributions.
cies engendered through subsi- This self-examination, should
dies mustby systematically elimi- help this economy in the most
nated.
critical perid of its evolution if it
Distinguished Colleagues, [a- results in ewryone doing better
dies and Gentlemen, these are than before.
I thank you for your kind atsome of the leading issues on the
state of the economy which tention.
should engage the attention of all
especially at this perid of tran- 13th November, 1992
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